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                     elcome Volumen 2! 

I had the chance to visit Laredo, Texas
and I was really surprised by this
beautiful city.

Laredo has so much history. Every
corner of the city reflects the past and
present of this exciting city.

Recently I 've been taking Polaroids
almost every day and talking about
Polaroids, Maripol is the Queen of
Polaroid.

She's an amazing artist who had the
chance to capture the vibrant life of
New York City during the 80's.

I hope you enjoy this first issue, it 's a
brand-new year with many surprises to
come. 

 

 

 

Ricardo  Teco  Adame

Editor- in-chief

mr.teco
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Editor's Note
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https://www.instagram.com/mr.teco/
https://www.instagram.com/mr.teco/
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Laredo is on the Rio Grande in

southwestern Webb County in South Texas,

about 150 miles southwest of San Antonio

and 135 miles west of Corpus Christi. It is

served by Interstate Highway 35, U.S.

highways 59 and 83, State Highway 359,

Ranch Road 1472, and the Missouri Pacific

and Texas Mexican railroads. This

cosmopolitan city is a major port of entry for

international trade and tourism between

the United States and Mexico.

Laredo was established in 1755, when

Tomás Sánchez de la Barrera y Garza was

granted permission by José de Escandón

to form a new settlement about thirty

miles upriver from Nuestra Señora de los

Dolores Hacienda in what is now Zapata

County. Laredo was the last town

established under the authority of

Escandón, who had been given

responsibility for settling the province of

Nuevo Santander. 

https://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/fsa19
https://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/fes01
https://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/uen02
https://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/usnue
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Altogether Escandón saw to the
founding of twenty towns and
eighteen missions in an attempt to
thwart French incursion into
Spanish territory and to propagate
the Christian faith among the
various Indian tribes of the region. 

Sánchez chose a site downriver
from a ford later called El Paso de
los Indios but known at that time
as El Paso de Jacinto (after Jacinto
de León of the San Juan Bautista
garrison, who noted it in a report
of 1745). About eight miles
downriver from Laredo was
another crossing, called the Don
Miguel or Garza ford (after Miguel
de la Garza Falcón). The ford
upstream could be crossed by a
person on horseback, while the
one downstream could be forded
by sheep and goats. Tienda de
Cuervo, who inspected the
community in 1757, reported that
Laredo was the usual crossing
place for those traveling to Texas
from Nuevo León and Coahuila. 

The initial settlement at Laredo
was made by Sánchez and three
families from Dolores. They soon
found that lack of rain restricted
farming to the riverbottoms; the
rest of the land lay too high above
the river for irrigation. The raising
of livestock-chiefly goats, sheep,
and cattle-thus became their
principal livelihood.
From 1755 to 1760 Laredo had no
resident clergy but was visited on
occasion by Franciscans stationed
in Revilla (later named Guerrero),
some sixty miles downriver. In
1760, however, Laredo received a
resident priest, becoming the
second oldest parish (after San
Fernando de Béxar) to be
administered by secular clergy in
what is now the southwestern
United States. Until Laredo was
accorded the status of villa in
1767, Sánchez, who held the title
of "captain," exercised authority
over both civil and military
matters. During this period the
fifteen leagues granted to the
community were held in common. 

Above
Laredo
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The communal system, mandated
by Escandón, was intended to
forestall disputes and the
formation of land monopolies that
would discourage immigration. 
In the early years of the
settlement, colonists reported no
problems with either the
Coahuiltecans of the region or
with the Comanche and Apache
Indians. As the surrounding
ranchos became more prosperous,
however, raids by Comanches and
some Apaches became a concern.
A military garrison was established
at Laredo in 1775, though it is not
clear if troops remained in the
town continuously thereafter. 

https://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/pmf01
https://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/uqs24
https://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/fga95
https://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/ahi01
https://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/ixf01
https://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/hvs16
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During the Texas Revolution Laredo
served as a concentration point for the
forces of Antonio López de Santa Anna.
After the war, Texas leaders generally
considered the Rio Grande to be the
southern boundary of the new Republic
of Texas, but they made no effort to
extend jurisdiction over the border
region. The residents of Laredo
continued to consider themselves
citizens of the Mexican state of
Tamaulipas. Though Laradoans
identified with Mexico, they felt their
needs had been neglected for decades
by the central government.

In late 1838 the rancheros of this
region revolted, and in January 1840
insurgents proclaimed the Republic of
the Rio Grande, with Laredo as the
capital. It was not long, however,
before centralist forces arrived to
crush this federalist-inspired rebellion,
headed by Antonio Canales Rosillo and
Antonio Zapata. 
Zapata was captured and executed in
March, and in November Canales
capitulated and joined the centralists.
Laredo continued to witness the
marching of troops during the period
of hostilities between Texans and
Mexicans in the 1840s. 

The M Man     |    11

During the Civil War the Union
blockade of the southern coast caused
Confederate cotton to be shipped to
Mexico, where it could be exported
from Mexican ports. In the early years
of the war much of the cotton passed
through the border town of
Brownsville, Texas, but in 1863 the
fear that Union troops might capture
Brownsville drove the trade farther
west. Laredo was one of the towns to
receive this redirected trade. 

In March 1864 Union troops advanced
on Laredo with orders to destroy all
the bales of cotton that were stored
around San Agustín Plaza. Col. Santos
Benavidesand his Laredo Confederates
repulsed the federalists at Zacate
Creek in the battle of Laredo.
Laredo's modern era began in 1881, a
watershed year that saw the
establishment of the Laredo Times, the
arrival of the Texas Mexican Railroad
from Corpus Christi, and the
completion of Jay Gould's International
and Great Northern Railroad from San
Antonio to the border. In 1882 the Rio
Grande and Pecos Railway was
completed to the cannel coal fields
along the Rio Grande above Laredo.
Laredo was the first Texas border town
below Eagle Pass to secure a rail
connection, and it remained the only
one until Brownsville, near the mouth
of the Rio Grande, acquired rail service
in 1904. 

https://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/qdt01
https://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/fsa29
https://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/mzr02
https://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/ngr01
https://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/fca38
https://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/fza03
https://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/qdc02
https://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/fbe47
https://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/eel04
https://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/fgo21
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By 1887 the Mexican National railway linked
Nuevo Laredo with Mexico City, creating a
system that became vital to the growth and
development of Laredo and instrumental in
making it the gateway to Mexico that it is
today. 

The arrival of the railroads produced marked
social as well as economic changes. Anglo
Americans had settled in Laredo during and
after the Mexican War and Civil War, but their
numbers were small compared to the influx
brought by the railroads. As the numbers of
Anglo residents grew, intermarriage declined
and a separate Anglo society developed
alongside the original Mexican community. The
early 1880s witnessed development on a
number of fronts.
 

In 1882 the principal streets were improved by
grading and graveling and a city hall and
courthouse were constructed. The first public
school to be established there since the Treaty
of Guadalupe Hidalgo also opened that year. It
joined the Ursuline Academy, established in
1868, and the Laredo Seminary (1880), later
known as the Holding Institute. In 1883 water
mains were laid and telephone service
inaugurated.
The last twenty years of the 1800s witnessed
economic growth stimulated variously by the
railroads, coal mining some twenty miles
upriver, and the introduction of onion farming
in 1898, which opened the area north of the city
to irrigated farming. The population of Laredo
rose from 3,521 in 1880 to 13,429 by 1900. 

https://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/nbt01
https://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/kbh07
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This period also witnessed a memorable
political confrontation, which took place the
day after a hotly contested city election in April
1886. The two political factions-the Botas,
representing the new commercial class that had
arrived with the railroads, and the Guaraches,
representing the older elite-engaged in a
shootout on San Agustín Plaza. 

Estimates of the dead range from more than a
dozen to sixty, with a likely total of twenty-five
to forty suggested by some recent historians
(see BOTAS AND GUARACHES). Out of the
violence later emerged the Independent Club, a
Democratic party machine that tightly
controlled city and county elections until 1978.

Laredo was also a hotbed of activity for anti-
Porfirio Díaz activist exiles between the years
1890 and 1910. 
 

After the Mexican Revolution of 1910 and the
subsequent political instability in Mexico,
Laredo became a refuge for thousands of
Mexican citizens seeking a stable, peaceful, and
more economically secure environment.

Rich oil and gas finds in the area surrounding
Laredo in the first quarter of the 1900s gave an
added boost to the Laredo economy. During
World War II the Laredo Army Air Field served
as an important tactical training base for fighter
pilots. After the war the field was deactivated,
and the property reverted to the city of Laredo,
which used it as a municipal airport in 1950.
The base was reactivated and renamed Laredo
Air Force Base in April 1952; it was closed
permanently in 1973. 

In spite of periodic economic instability, Laredo
by the early 1990s had become one of the
state's most active centers for import and
export trade with Mexico. The development of
maquiladorasalong the border during the 1970s
and 1980s, as well as the North American Free
Trade Agreement of the early 1990s, ensured
that Laredo would continue to be at the
forefront of social and economic activity along
the border.

https://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/pqb01
https://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/wmiqt
https://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/wad01
https://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/pqmhe
https://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/npwnj
https://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/dzm02
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Born Karly-Marina Loaiza, Kali Uchis experienced

the majority of her upbringing in Virginia and also

spent time in her parents' native Colombia. As a

teenager growing up in Alexandria, just south of

Washington, D.C., she learned to play piano and

saxophone and also developed a deep interest in

visual arts. Her recorded debut was made in 2012

with the self-released mixtape Drunken Babble. 

Kali Uchis
Within three years, she had several singles to her

credit, including "Know What I Want" and

"Lottery," typically promoted with videos she

directed, as well as collaborations with Snoop

Dogg, GoldLink, Tyler, The Creator, and Major

Lazer.
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Photo Credit: Kali Uchis

https://www.allmusic.com/artist/karly-marina-loaiza-mn0003452863
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/kali-uchis-mn0003446629
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/snoop-dogg-mn0000029086
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/goldlink-mn0003417871
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/tyler-the-creator-mn0002591087
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/major-lazer-mn0002036252


Following the 2015 independent release
of Por Vida, a free digital-download EP
with tracks produced by Diplo,
Kaytranada, and Tyler, Uchis started
releasing her material through major-
label Virgin EMI. A DJ Dahi-tweaked
version of Por Vida's "Ridin Round,"
issued that November after a move to
Los Angeles, was the artist's first single
for the major label. "Only Girl," a
relaxed Kaytranada production
featuring Vince Staples and the
Internet's Steve Lacy, followed in April
2016. She was also featured that year
on Daniel Caesar's "Get You."

Throughout 2017, Uchis added to her
discography of featured appearances
via tracks by Juanes, Gorillaz, Tyler,
Bootsy Collins, and Miguel, and she
previewed her debut album with the
singles "Tyrant" (featuring Jorja Smith)
and "Nuestro Planeta" (featuring
Reykon).

By the end of the year, "Get You" had
been nominated for a Grammy in the
category of Best R&B Performance,
and Juanes' "El Ratico" made Uchis a
Latin Grammy nominee when it was up
for Record of the Year. January 2018
saw the release of the
BadBadNotGood-produced single
"After the Storm" (featuring Tyler and
Bootsy). Uchis issued her debut album,
Isolation, three months later. It
debuted at number 32 on the Billboard
200 and entered the R&B/hip-hop
chart at number four. The EP To Feel
Alive arrived in April 2020 and
included the song "i want war (BUT I
NEED PEACE)," and her latest release 
 is her first Spanish-language LP, Sin
Miedo (Del Amor y Otros Demonios).

Throughout her career Kali has been in
charge of her art. Her proclivity toward
artistic ownership has benefited her
early career. “Sin Miedo” is an exercise
in confidence. On the project’s first
single “Aqui Yo Mando” Kali and Rico
Nasty unite to make a boss anthem.
.

She flexes more personal strength on
the dreamy slow burner “Telepatia.”
The theme on this track is love. Kali’s
ability to read her partners mind
displays her passion and confidence in
the relationship.  

On the album, Kali’s vocals are
excellently distorted and manipulated.
For example, there are delightful
harmony distortions on the calming
track “Angel Sin Cielo”. Kali has always
had a gift for bridging generations. Her
beyond-her-years vocal maturity made
“Angel” a futuristic ballad. Also, “de
nadie” features various inventive vocal
distortions. This track stood out with its
psychedelic vibes and afrobeat drums.
Her natural voice exercises beautiful
dexterity on the airy song “quiero
sentirme bien”. She channels her inner
Yukimi on the Little Dragon-assisted
track and flexes her powerful range
through funk-inspired production.
Whether her vocals are synthesized or
raw Kali’s melodies are at a new peak.
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https://www.allmusic.com/artist/diplo-mn0000793225
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/kaytranada-mn0003306945
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/tyler-mn0002591087
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/uchis-mn0003446629
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/dj-dahi-mn0002593234
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/kaytranada-mn0003306945
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/vince-staples-mn0002592118
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/the-internet-mn0002825107
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/steve-lacy-mn0000753004
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/daniel-caesar-mn0003180014
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/uchis-mn0003446629
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/juanes-mn0000245250
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/gorillaz-mn0000664770
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/tyler-mn0002591087
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/bootsy-collins-mn0000107139
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/miguel-mn0002570457
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/jorja-smith-mn0003494220
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/reykon-mn0003343605
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/juanes-mn0000245250
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/uchis-mn0003446629
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/badbadnotgood-mn0003014251
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/tyler-mn0002591087
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/bootsy-mn0000107139
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/uchis-mn0003446629
https://www.allmusic.com/album/isolation-mw0003164986
https://www.allmusic.com/album/to-feel-alive-mw0003379494
https://www.allmusic.com/album/sin-miedo-del-amor-y-otros-demonios-mw0003452560


F O L L O W  K A L I  U C H I S  O N  S O C I A L  M E D I A L I S T E N  T O  ' T e l e p a t i a '
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Photo Credit:Kali Uchis 

https://www.instagram.com/kaliuchis/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQTuAezPu6MOpcIJ1Tz9dNA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bn_p95HbHoQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bn_p95HbHoQ


Kali addresses Latin pop with dour
determination. The jazz-club tailored
“Vaca Con Dios” has the rich epic
sound of a Bond film soundtrack.
Most of the tracks are made for dim
lights and classic Shure Brothers
microphones. Prash “Engine-Earz”
Mistry leads the spectacular mixing
team. Whoever mixed her vocals
deserves a raise. Each song is
wonderfully layered and engineered
to detail. “Fue Mejor’s” rich sound is
absolutely mesmerizing. “La Luz’s”
keys are faint yet delicate. The
spacious build up on the song is
improved by the instrumental’s
quality. It sounds like a live band is in
the room. The engineers mixed an
album deserving of Kali’s talents.

This album matches the ethos of the
modern woman. It is brash without
being harsh. There is enough
confidence in the room for everyone.
Kali raises her own bar with a mostly
Spanish language album. The music
reflects an artist free enough to take
risks and hit her mark. Through sexy
and esteem-building bops Kali
demonstrates the true meaning of
self love.
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'Telepatía'

Available Everywhere

Photo Credit:Kali Uchis 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bn_p95HbHoQ


M A R I P O L The stylist, who also counts herself as a photographer,
designer and film producer, was responsible for creating
Madonna’s look during her bangle-tastic bridesmaid Like a
Virgin era. She also influenced the style of Grace Jones,
Debbie Harry and Cher, as well as being art director for the
Italian fashion brand Fiorucci in the early 1980s.

She moved from her native France in the 1970s to NYC.
After moving downtown with her boyfriend, the
photographer Edo Bertoglio (whom she had moved from
Paris to be with), the pair found a run-down loft space and
started to throw parties and photograph friends there.

The M Man /  ART
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Photo Credit: Maripol 
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Maripol would style them with jewellery

she had designed herself because she was

unable to find anything she liked. These

friends included Keith Haring, Jean-Michel

Basquiat and, of course, Madonna, whom

she met on a night out at Roxy – Madonna

had admired her bra. 

t sounds blissful, a too-good-to-be-true

time when a creative couple could have a

studio in the centre of a city and hang out

with art stars. How does it make her feel

that New York and London, once the

creative capitals of the world, are now too

expensive for young artists? “I am so glad

you’ve brought this up. It makes me mad.

Kids today are being pushed further and

further from the city – artists are being

made to move out of areas they’ve

regenerated.”

As someone who has influenced popular

culture immensely, but without their own

name becoming mainstream, it is clearly a

topic close to her heart. So how does she

feel now that underground ideas can turn

mainstream in a matter of moments? She

laughs. “Andy Warhol said that everyone

will be famous for 15 minutes, but with

social media, everyone is famous all of the

time. Especially on Instagram!” Is she on it?

“I resisted for many years,” she sighs, “but

my son convinced me to go on it. Then he

shouts at me for putting up too many

pictures and says that’s for Facebook. But I

am not going to let anyone dictate what

my life is about.”
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Photo Credit: Maripol 
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Does she still take photographs as
actively as ever? “In 2000, I did a
series of portraits, maybe 160. They
have never been shown. All black
and white – I called in my address
book. Debbie Harry came back, 20
years after the first time I shot her.
People gathered in my studio,
people who hadn’t seen each other
for years. No hair, no makeup, there
was just a pile of clothes in case
someone needed something.”

She is probably best known for
working with Madonna, and some
say she discovered her. “She
wouldn’t like that! Let’s put it like
this: she discovered me,” she
laughs.
 

“She would come over when she was doing
Desperately Seeking Susan and say she didn’t
like the costumes. I would say: ‘You’re a
singer! You have to look like you.’ I insisted
she keep her jewellery, the crosses and stuff.
That’s what she was projecting as an image at
that moment.” They stopped working
together after her Like A Virgin look.
After a brief bankruptcy spell, she started to
work with Cher, who had come to her loft to
buy some jewellery. She was the art director
on the video for Cher’s 1995 hit, Walking In
Memphis. So which discipline does she prefer
– jewellery, styling or photography? “That’s
such an existential question. I went back to
jewellery a few years ago – I like doing things
where my intellect meets my hand,
something manual. But I love taking Polaroids
and I like making films. I made one a few
years ago called The Message about Keith
Haring – I love going back and interviewing
people.”
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Photo Credit: Maripol 

Maripol practically invented the
selfie, using her Polaroid camera.
“I would take Polaroid selfies to
express myself: my sorrows, my
joys, my sexiness, my love. I didn’t
scan them for 30 years. 

No one ever saw them for that
long.” Most recently, her Polaroids
have been referenced on the cover
of Taylor Swift’s 1989 album,
released last year – although Swift
used a modern photograph edited
to look like a Polaroid. Polaroid
film can be hard to find, and
although Maripol has her own
source, “the colours and the
emulsions aren’t the same”.
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In the 1980s she produced Downtown 81,
documenting the downtown scene, and particularly
focusing on Basquiat. It was written by Warhol
Factory member and founding editor of Interview
magazine Glenn O’Brien, and, due to money issues,
was only released in 2001.

 “It’s becoming a cult film, you know, so many kids
want to know about the generations before them.
When I was growing up in the 1970s, I wanted to
know about the 1960s. The 1960s were important;
they brought the TV into everyone’s homes. You had
the first music videos, and all these amazing
women: Cher, Tina Turner and Diana Ross.”

As someone who has inspired and shaped the
creative identity of so many women over the past 30
years, how does she feel about today’s identikit pop
stars? “Everything is homogenised,” she complains.
“Neighbourhoods, music, styling. Everything is
sterilised. That’s not what we had. We didn’t have
fancy fashion houses, Chanel didn’t have Karl
Lagerfeld, Gucci and Chanel were for rich old
women on Madison Avenue. We did with what we
had.”

Nick Vogelson, who founded Document Journal with
James Valeri, worked with Maripol daily for eight
months sorting through her archives to piece
together the Maripol: Little Red Riding
Hoodmonograph. “She's a visionary,” says Vogelson,
who art directed the book with his Townhouse
Creative agency partner Anton Aparin. “One day
we'd discover a sketch by Jean-Michel Basquiat or a
portrait by Keith Haring, the next day it was an
immigration endorsement letter from Andy Warhol.” 
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Photo Credit: Bradley Theodore 

http://documentjournal.com/
http://www.nowness.com/day/2010/4/28/588/arts-immortal-rock-star
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Photo Credit: Maripol 
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How to become a digital minimalist

B Y  T H E  M  M A N

We have to be honest, we spend too much
time with apps, reading emails and scrolling.

According to some studies we check email
and chat every 6 minutes or less, use 56+
apps and tools a day and switch between
them more than 300 times and we spend up
to 4.5 hours on our phones.

OMG, it's exhausting!
The more we accept a life full of attention-
sucking apps, devices, and tools, the less
time and energy we have for the kind of
deep thinking that leads to big ideas, real
creativity, and satisfaction 
 

First, there’s choice and intention. You’re
still using technology, but only what you
want and only in ways that connect to
your values.
Then, there’s optimizing the tools you
use. What you allow into your life needs
to work for you. This means separating
the good from the bad.
Finally, there’s accepting you won’t be
everywhere all the time. Tech companies
survive on FOMO–the fear of missing
out. But digital minimalists are happy to
miss out on the things they know don’t
bring value to their lives.

The core elements of digital minimalism are
simple: 
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https://rescuetime.wpengine.com/communication-multitasking-switches/
https://rescuetime.wpengine.com/225-million-hours-productivity/
https://rescuetime.wpengine.com/screen-time-stats-2018/


D E F I N E  Y O U R  C O R E  V A L U E S
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Digital minimalism relies on a deeper
understanding of your values. This is
what you’ll be judging the value of each
digital tool against. 

So ask yourself: What is it that’s
important to you? What do you want to
achieve from how you spend your time? 
Values can be things like authenticity or
creativity or even compassion and
friendship. 

These are intentionally large and
somewhat vague. However, they’re
powerful lenses to look at your
technology through. 

What part of using Facebook connects
with your sense of authenticity? Does
being on Twitter or in numerous Slack
channels make you feel compassionate? 
When you clearly understand your values
and how they influence your philosophy
of technology use, you can make
informed and confident decisions about
what to use and when. You become able
to prioritize long-term meaningover short-
term satisfaction.

Instead of immediately trying to judge
whether the tools you use connect to
your values, Cal suggests the opposite: 
Set aside a 30-day period during which
you will take a break from all optional
technologies in your life. 
‘Optional’, in this case, means any tool or
app where their “temporary removal
would harm or significantly disrupt the
daily operation of your profession or
personal life.” 

 

D E F I N E  Y O U R  C O R E  V A L U E S

https://rescuetime.wpengine.com/slack-focus-guide/
https://rescuetime.wpengine.com/mental-strategies-long-term-goals/
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Make a list of apps, tools, and services
(like Netflix, gaming, etc…) that are
effectively ‘banned’ for the next 30 days.
Work email is not optional. Twitter—most
likely—is. Write these down and put them
somewhere you’ll be able to see them
every day.

The reason for such a drastic change is
because the pull of the attention
economy has simply become too strong.
Trying to gradually change your
habitswon’t work. Instead, you need the
experience of a full break before you can
make unbiased decisions about what to
let back into your life. 

Pay special attention to when you feel
the pull of technology. When do you find
yourself reaching for your phone? Do you
procrastinate on work tasks or sending
emails by checking Twitter? 

Explore ‘higher quality’ activities to fill
the void of time. A major part of this
declutter is actively trying out other
activities in place of technology. Fill the
space by reading books or going for
walks with friends or working on a hobby
you’ve neglected or just daydreaming.

 

T R A C K  Y O U R  T E C H N O L O G Y
T R I G G E R S

https://rescuetime.wpengine.com/how-to-build-good-habits/
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After your break is done, you’re allowed
to reintroduce optional technologies back
into your life under two conditions. 
First, for each tool, app, or device, ask:
“Does this technology directly support
something that I deeply value?” 

This brings us to the second point. Once
an app or tool has made it through the
first pass, ask:
“Is this technology set up in the best way
to support this value?”

With your list of allowed tools and apps,
clear operating procedures, and high-
quality activities to fill your time, you
shouldn’t be too stressed about keeping
up with Facebook or checking the news
every 30 minutes. 

 

I G N O R E  E V E R Y T H I N G  E L S E

C H O O S E  W I S E L Y



SODA
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SODA is a free selfie application for
mobile phones that many Selfie fans
love and use, SODA is a product
with a publisher with Snow so the
application is integrated with the
most popular filters on Snow as well
as Foodie.

  SODA for android brings beauty
effects applied in real time, perfect
selfie shooting the first time without
further editing. Users can apply
corrective action for smooth
spotless skin and natural beauty
effects immediately.

The SODA photography app for
iPhone also adds a rich collection
with optimized color filters for
selfie, capturing a wide range of
emotions with a variety of photo
filters. Take photos from normal to
extraordinary with portrait effects.
Very simply, you just need to touch
the image area to adjust the focus
and create the magic.
  Previously, B612 had a fever with
selfie and movie shooting with real-
time filter, B612 gives you beautiful
selfie photos through free photo
editing and video editing tools.
 

The M Man /  TECH



 Beauty effects are applied in
real time. Thanks to this
feature, users can create a
perfect selfie photo the first
time they press without further
editing.
You can also apply skin beauty
effects such as removing
acne, bruises, natural beauty
in real time.
Diverse skin color filters are
optimized for selfies. Try the
filters that best suit your skin.
 Take a photo with a variety of
expressive, cool colors using
different selfie filters.

One really cool thing is that
you have to opportunity to
take HQ photos in selfie mode.

SODA can meet all the needs
of different user groups. No
matter what age you are,
pursuing style, this beautiful
photo editing application is
available. SODA also
constantly updates every
week, enough to surprise you
every day.

It's good to receive a little
help while you're taking
photos, thats why SODA is
the perfect companion to
take photos. 
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https://apps.apple.com/es/app/snapseed/id439438619
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